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ABSTRACT
This paper investigates the vector spaces that play a role in
classical regression, and also the norms on those spaces. The
norms are important, for least-squares estimation requires
minimizing a sum of squares of them. The Euclidean norm will not
do, economic variables being dimensioned quantities rather than
real numbers.
one practical conclusion emerges: OLS estimation can be
performed without inversion of matrices (like X'X). Some of the
other, theoretical findings have empirical implications too, but
those wíll be described in subsequent papers.
~ University of Pittsburgh and CentER for Economic Research,
Tilburg, the Netherlands.2
1. INTRODUCTION
Values assumed by economic variables are dimensioned quantities
rather than real numbers-not 3 but 3 feet of lumber, not 4 but 4
guilders. Yet vectors of such quantities are often treated as
belonging to some Rn. This leads to problems with norms. If a
vector like a-(3 ft, 4 gld)' were to belong to R2, its norm
would be the square root of 9 ftz t 16 g1d2, which makes no
sense. The problem is particularly acute in regression analysis,
because least-squares estimators are found by minimizing a sum of
squared distances, and those are vector norms. Clearly, vectors
of economic quantities belong to vector spaces other than Rn,
with nonstandard norms. This paper investigates what those
vector spaces and norms look like, and how the recognition of
their existence might influence econometric theory and practice.
only one of the results below has immediate practical
usefulness. It is that least-squares regression can be performed
without matrix inversion. For the rest, the aim is to present
some constructs of possible theoretical interest. First among
these constructs is a certain subspace, the direction of
regression. Although the direction of regression plays a vital
role in least-squares regression, econometrics acknowledges its
existence only by implication, if that. Equally vital are
nonstandard norms and nonstandard inner products, common fare in
linear algebra but also largely ignored in econometrics. In
combination with the direction of regression, nonstandard norms
and inner products form a powerful instrument with which to
uncover new (and empirically applicable) results in many areas of
econometrics. Some of those areas are latent-variable
regression, orthogonal reqression, principal component analysis,3
goodness of fit, and collinearity. Details will be given
elsewhere.
Although informal, the language of this paper is closer to
linear algebra than to standard econometrics. In consequence,
many familiar results take on an unfamiliar look, making the
paper appear hard to read. Easiest is to approach the material
geometrically, that is, with a scatter diagram in mind. Also
easy is an algebraic reading that avoids comparison with standard
notation. Difficulties arise only if one seeks to translate
every statement into traditional terms. Below, most formulas are
so translated, but the results are less illuminating than might
be expected. The main reason for this disappointing outcome is
that conventional least squares focuses on individual parameters,
whereas this paper focuses on parameter vectors only. The gap
between the two approaches is too wide to be easily bridged.
The rest of the paper consists of five sections and an Appendix.
Section 2 has preliminaries. To exploit the explanatory power of
two-dimensional geometry, the entire section is formulated in
terms of simple regression; but the notation is so that
generalization is immediate. Section 3 concerns the classical
simple-reqression model, Section 4, the classical multiple-
regression model, Section 5, the classical simultaneous-equations
model. Section 6 summarizes. The Appendix lists, in linear-
algebraic notation and for the sake of completeness only, some
stochastic properties of least-squares estimators.4
2. PRELIMINARIES
Given are n observations, points with two (dimensioned)
coordinates each. For concreteness, the first coordinate is
measured in feet, and the second in guilders.
The observations belong to a point set X. They are denoted by
xl, .. , xn and, though points, viewed as columns. Using xi
rather than ( xi,yi)' obscures which variable is predetermined and
which is endogenous, but that information will be conveyed,
shortly, in another way. Addition of points is left undefined.
The set X is thus not a vector space, and the xi are not
vectors.J
Associated with X is the set V of translations on X. To fix
thoughts, one could view X as a set of endowments ( stocks) and V
as the set of transactions ( flows). Formally: if x e X and
v e V, then x t v a(xI t vl, x2 t v2)' is again a point in X.
It is clear that the elements of v e V must be dímensioned in the
same way as the corresponding coordinates of x e X. Writing xI
f v- xZ as x2 - xl - v shows the difference of two points in X
to be well-defined, and contained in V. Sums and scalar
multiples of translations are also translations, meaning V is a
vector space. The pair {X,V) is a two-dimensional point snace.
Since points have dimensioned coordinates, a column like
(3, 4)' does not belong to X. A column like (3 ft, 4 gld)' does;
but the inclusion of units quickly becomes tiresome.
Compromising, we will usually omit units, and flag the omission
by adding "e X". Statements like "the vector ( 3, 4)' e V" have a
similar reading.
The observations xi are scattered about a regression line L in
X. Let xp be any point on L, and let the nonnull vector a e V be5
parallel to L. Every point on L can then be written as x~ f ka
for some real k. Since xQ is a point in X and ka is a vector in
V, x0 t ka is well-defined, and indeed a point in X. We recall
that the direction of L is the subspace sp(a), the span of a.
When L is written as x- xp t ka, finding the estimated
regression line L means estimating xp and a. The estimate a
spans the direction of L(and so determines the slope of L); x~
fixes the location of L.
Because xp can be any point of L, one of its two coordinates
can be freely chosen. Also, the length of a is arbitrary-only
its direction matters-and so we are free to choose one of a's
two elements as well. A discussion of these choices follows.
First, xp. Traditional is to put xp at the intersection of L
and the vertical axis, meaning that its first coordinate is
chosen 0(or rather, 0 ft). As it turns out, many formulas are
greatly simplified if x0 is located in a different spot,
vertically above or below the scatter's center of gravity z.
The first coordinate of xp is accordingly taken to be the first
coordinate of x. (The second coordinates of xp and x differ,
for x0 lies on L and z, it will be shown, lies on L. In fact,
z proves to be the OLS estimate of xp, an expected result.)
Next, a. By customary assumption, L is never vertical. Being
parallel to L, a is not vertical either: its first element, al,
is not zero. we take al to be 1(or rather, 1 ft), gambling that
this will prove a handy normalization.
On L, and vertically above or below the }th observation xi,
lies the point E(xi). This E(xi) is the corres~ondent of xi, a
moribund term worth reviving. Because each observation has the
same first coordinate as its correspondent, the average of the6
correspondents has the same first coordinate as the average of
the observations: xpl - zl. It follows that ~cp is the average
of the correspondents.
Being a point on L, the correspondent of xi can be written as
x~ t kia for some real number ki. Comparing first coordinates
gives xil - xl } ki(1), where the 1 abbreviates 1 ft. The ki are
thus known: ki differs by only a measurement unit from xil-in-
deviation-form, that is, xil - xl.
One reaches xi by adding a vertical vector (in V) to xi's
correspondent. This vertical vector is written uib, with ui a
random real number and b-(0, 1)' e V. Thus,
xi - x~ t kia f uib, i- 1,...,n (1)
It is geometrically obvious that (1), together with the
assumptions E(ui) - 0 and E(uiu~) - 6i~a2, is the classical
simple-regression model. (Algebraic confirmation is omitted;
though simple in principle it is cumbersome in practice, made so
by the measurement units. An example: in yi -~o } plxi } ui,
the disturbance ui is expressed in gld, whereas our ui is a real
number. In fact, the traditional ui is the second element of our
uib.) Also geometrically clear is that the least-squares
minimand must be ENuib~2, or Eqxi - x~ - kiaNz. Minimizing with
1 1 - -
respect to xp and a will give the OLS estimators xp and a. The
next section has details.
Eq. (1) is expressed entirely in terms of the point space {X,V)
and real scalars: xi and xp belong to X, a and b belong to V,
ki and ui belong to R.
The specification of b retrieves information lost when xi
replaced the customary (xi,yi)'; for it shows that the firstvariable is predetermined and the second endoqenous. Had b been
specified as (1, 0)' e V, it would be the other way around. In
orthogonal regression, b is different again. There, b is
perpendicular to the estimated regrassion line, and neither
variable is clearly predetermined or clearly endogenous.
The subspace spanned by b-loosely speakinq, the vertical
axis-is the direction of re9ression.
We next establish the connection between (1) and the traditional
description of the regression model.
Sy convenient normalization, the first element of a is 1(ft).
By definition, the first element of b is 0(ft). Vectors a and b
are thus linearly independent, and form a basis for V. (Eq (1)
shows that xi - xp, which lies in V, has the coordinates ki and
ui with respect to that basis.)
Because a and b are linearly independent, there exists a unique
pair ao, bo so that a'ao - b'bo - 1 e R and a'bo a b'ao - 0 e R:
(a b)'(ao bo) - I (2)
From a-(1 ft, az gld)' and b -( 0 ft, 1 gld)' follows readily
that ao -(l~ft, O~gld)' and bo -(-aZ~ft, l~gld)'. With units
suppressed for the sake of legibility, ( 2) is thus
~a2 0~1 ~~ -12~ - ~0 O~
The set of all ao }}~bo, with , ~S e R, is a vector space, to be
denoted Vo. A basis for Vo is {ao, bo); V and Vo are dua
spaces; {a, b} and {ao, bo) are dual bases.~
Premultiplying (1) by bo' and using bo'a - 0, bo'b - 1 gives8
bo'xi - bo'xp f ui, i- 1, .,n (3)
(Strictly, bo'xi and bo'xp are undefined, because xi and xp are
points, not vectors. The problem is resolved by taking (3) to
mean bo'(xi - xp) - ui, which is well-defined.) But for units
and notation, (3) is the familiar form of the simple-regression
model. To verífy, we temporarily ignore units and write yi - po
t plxi t ui as -Plxi t yi - po t ui, next as (-P1, 1)(xi, Yi)' -
po t ui. Replacing (-pl, 1) with (-a2, 1) a bo' and (xi, yi)'
with xi qives, in a mixture of notations, bo~xi -~o t ui-
Using that xp lies on L gives bo'xp - Qo. Eq. (3) follows.-
worth noting is that (po, pl)' belongs to neither V nor Vo. In
this paper then, (po, (31)' is not a vector.
A difference between (3) and the usual model remains: ui in
(3) is real whereas ui in yi - Qo t~lxi t ui is a guilder
amount. To reconcile, premultiply (3) by b-(0, 1)' e V. The
two sides of the result, bbo'xi - bbo'xp t bui, are 2-vectors.
Equating first elements gives o ft - 0 ft, harmless and useless.
Equatinq second elements gives bo'xi gld - bo'xp gld t ui gld.
This agrees even in units with yi - Qo } Qlxi } ui.
Premultíplying (3) by b serves yet another purpose. As seen
earlier, L can be found by estimating xp and a. It has just
become clear that L can equally well be found by estimating xp
and bo instead. Doing so requires the OLS minimand, which is not
Equiyz - E~bo'(xi - xp)~~2 but E~buip2 - E~bbo'(xi - xp)~~2.
i i i i
Section 3 will show that L is most easily found by estimating
xp and a. Once (xp and) a have been found, there is no point in
computing bo, or ~60, or pl; but it can be done. First, a-
(1, a2)' -(1, ~1)' yields Q1. Then bo is computed as (-Q1, 1)',9
and po as bo'x0-
We condense the n equations in (1) into a single matrix equation,
and do the same for (3). To this end, Rn will be interpreted as
the space of n-element rows of real numbers. Among those rows
are j-(1,...,1), k- (kl,...,kn) and u-(ul,...,un). The
inner product on Rn is taken to be standard. For example, the
inner product of k and j is kj'.
writing the n equations án (1) side bv side gives ( xl,...,xn)
-(x0,...,x0) t a(kl,...,kn) t b(ul,...,un). Let (xl,...,xn) z
X; then
X- xpj f ak t bu (4)
Both sides are 2 x n. The assumptions on the disturbances can
now be written as E(u) - o, cov(u) - aZI.
In (4), X and u differ from the usual X and u. If our X were
augmented by a first row of ones (actually, a row in which each
element is 1 ft), the transpose of the augmented X would be the
traditional (X y); and our u is, when multiplied by 1 gld, the
transpose of the traditional u. Transposing (4) would conform
better to standard practice, but since points in X and vectors in
v are throughout written as columns, leaving X untransposed is
more natural.
Premultiplying (4) by bo' (or writing the n equations in (3)
side by side) gives
bo'X - bo'xaj f u (5)
Both sides are 1 x n. But for units, (5) is the transpose of y-
X~tu.10
Several useful formulas involve the projection matrix
J a 7'(77')-1]
of order n and rank 1, and the projection matrix I- J, of order
n and rank n- 1. Four examples follow.
First: XJ - Xj' (jj' )-lj - (Exi) (l~n)j - xj - (z, .. . ,x) . The
i
matrix of the observations written as deviations from their
means, (xl - x, ..., xn - x), is thus X- XJ - X(I - J).
Second: because xp is the average of the correspondents, or xp
- x0 t ka, one has k- 0, and therefore Eki - 0. Thus,
i
kj' - 0 and kJ - 0 (6)
(The o on the right is a row of zeros, the origin of Rn.) Since
the inner product on Rn is standard, kj' - 0 says that k and j
are orthogonal.
Third: premultiply ( 4) by ao', to get ao'X - ao'xOj t k, and
postmultiply by I- J. (Jsing j(I - J) - 0 and (6) gives
k - ao'X(I - J) (7)
Because ao -(1, 0)' e Vo, (7) confirms what was found before by
more elementary means: k is the "predetermined row" (i.e., the
first row) of X(I - J), divided by 1 ft.
Fourth: the sample covariance matrix of the observations, here
2 x 2, is S- nE(xi - z)(xi - x)' - nX(I - J)(I - J)'X', and so
i
S - nX(I - J)X' (8)
To rule out collinearity, S is assumed nonsinqular.11
The preliminaries are now nearly complete. Only the inner
products on V and Vo remain to be examined. Actually, immediate
purposes require only a discussion of the norm on V. But that is
just a small step aweiy trom the inner product on V, which in turn
is just a small step away from the inner product on Vo.
Classical-regression results prove independent of the choice of
inner product. In this paper then, specification of the inner
product is not needed. But elsewhere it is-in least-squares
regression of the latent-variable model, for instance. Indeed,
efforts in estimating latent-variable models with least squares
have for years concentrated, explicitly or implicitly, on a
search for a suitable inner product, so far without success.
The following analysis narrows the search.
We recall that, if V is finite-dimensional, a real-valued
function (.,.) on V x V is an inner product if, for all u, v, w
e V and all real k,
(a) (u,u) ? o, and (u,u) - o iff u~ o;
(b) (u t v,w) - (u,w) t (v,w);
(c) (ku,v) - k(u,v);
(d) (u,v) - (v,u)
Let P be the 2 x 2 matrix with (real) elements pll -(a,a), p12
-(a,b), p21 -(b, a) and p22 -(b,b). Repeated use of (~) and
(c) readily gives (u,v) - u'Qv with Q-(ao bo)P(ao bo)'. In
view of (d), P is symmetric, as is then Q. In view of (a), Q is
positive definite, as is then P. Apparently, (u,v) - u'Qv
defines an inner product on V iff
Q-(ao bo)P(ao bo)' (any real symmetric positive-definite P)
I.etting uo, vo be vectors in Vo, one proves in the same way that12
(uo,vo) - uo'Qovo defines an inner product on Vo iff
Qo -(a b)Po(a b)' (any real symmetric positive-definite Po)
For an example, postmultiply (4) by I- J, to get X(I - J) - ak t
bu(I - J). Insertion into S- nX(I - J)(I - J)'X' [cf. (8)]
gives S-(a b)'P(a b)', say, with P real, symmetric and
positive definite. Thus, S is the matrix of an inner product on
Vo. Similar reasoning shows S-1 to be the matrix of an inner
product on V.
We leave P and Po unspecified, except for the condition that
they must be each other's inverse. Thus, QQo -(ao bo)(a b)' -
aoa' t bob' and QoQ -(a b)(ao bo)' - aao' t bbo'.
The norm of u e V is du~~ - Ju'Qu.
Vectors u and v in V are orthogonal-sometimes, for emphasis,
Q-orthogonal-iff u'Qv - 0. In pictures, Q-orthogonal vectors
generally do not "look orthogonal." Section 3 illustrates this:
the estimated simple-regression line proves to be S-1-orthogonal
to the dírection of regression.
Since a and bo do not belong to the same space, a'bo - 0 cannot
mean that a and bo are orthogonal. Instead, a and bo are said to
annihilate each other. The subspace sp(a) is the annihilator of
sp(bo) and of every líne parallel to sp(bo); sp(bo) is the
annihilator of sp(a) and of every line parallel to sp(a). (Were
vectors in V and Vo dimensionless, V and Vo could both be
identified with R2; annihilators would then be the same as
orthogonal complements.)13
3. CLASSICAL SIMPLE REGRESSION
To find OLS estimators x0 and a, we minimize E~buiN2 -
i
tr(u'b'Qbu) - tr(Qbuu'b') - tr[Q(X - xOj - ak)(X - xOj - ak)']
with respect to x0 and a, both temporarily treated as variables.
Since x0 and a are not in Rn, differentiation requires lengthy
justification. Quicker is to rewrfte X- xOj - ak as
X[i - J - k'(kk')-lkl - [x0 - X7'(7j')-1]j - [a - Xk'(kk')-1]k -
C- D- E, say. Usinq kj' - 0 simplifies the minimand, now
tr[Q(C - D- E)(C - D- E)'], to tr(QCC') t tr(QDD') t tr(QEE').
This is smallest if D and E are both null, that is, if xo and a
take on the values
Xo - Xi'(jj')-1 (9)
a - Xk'(kk')-1 (10)
Because the inner-product matrix has dropped out, specification
of Q is unnecessary.
Eq. ( 9) says that x0 - x. Use of ( 7) and ( 8) turns (10) into
a- Sao(ao'sao)-1. (The dual-basis definition (2) comes in here,
for (7) was derived with its help.) Since ao -(1, 0)' e Vo,
Sao is, but for units, the first column of S, and ao'Sao is, but
for units, sll. In traditional notation, a- Sao(ao'Sao)-1 -
(sll~ s21)'~sll -(1~ s21~s11)' -(1, ~1)'. This is as expected,
for a - (1, ~1)'.
The vector Sao, first column of S(but for units), deserves a
closer look. Its first element is measured in ft, its second, in
gld; and so Sao lies in V. Further, since Sao is a nonzero
multiple of a, it spans the same line as a. Estimation of L thus
does not require computation of a. It is enough to compute (z
and) Sao. Or what comes to the same thing, it is enough to14
compute (x and) the first column of S. The following theorem
collects results and adds a new one.
THEOREM. The estimated regression line L is uniquely determined
by its point xp - z and its direction, which is spanned by
a - Sao(ao'Sao)-1 (11)
and thus by Sao. But for units, Sao is the first column of S.
The line L is also uniquely determined by 3c and its annihilator,
which is spanned by
bo - S-lb(b~S-lb)-1 (12)
and thus by S-lb. But for units, S-lb is the last column of S-1.
PROOF. The first half of the theorem has already been proved.
Inserting (11) and (12) into [cf. (2)]
(a b)'íao bo) - I
proves (12). Using that b-(0, 1)' e V proves the rest.
(13)
DISCUSSION. (i) In traditional notation, bo -(-R1, 1)' or
(-s21~s11, 1)'. Agreement with (12) is easily established.
(i~) Define ui and u through xi - x0 t aki t bui and X- xpj t
ak t bu. Combination with (13) gives thís duality principle:
interchanging a with b, ao with bo, ki with ui, and k with u
preserves truth values. (Statements involving random variables,
like "a is random," generally have false duals, so that the
hatted variables must be interpreted as estimates, not
estimators.) The dual of (6) is "uj' - 0 and uJ - O"; that of
(7) is "u - bo'X(I - J)"; that of "sp(a) - sp(Sao)" is "sp(b) -
sp(Sbo)" [implying sp(bo) - sp(S-lb); cf. the last sentence of15
the theorem].
(iii) From X- xOj t ak t bu follows Xk' - 0 t akk' t buk' ;
by (10 ) then, buk' - 0 ; and so uk' - 0. Since uj' and kj' are
also null, i k and u are pairwise orthoaonal.
For an implication of uk' - 0, define the Hth order matrix H-
I- J- k'(kk')-lk, with rank r[I] - r[J] - r[k'(kk')-lk] -
n- 1- 1- n- 2. It is easy to verify that XH is both buH and
bu. From this, u- uH. Another implication: using uk' - 0 and
X(I - J) - ak t bu gives S- nX(I - J)X' - n[akk'a' t buu'b'].
(iv) By (12), a'S-lb - 0. In words: a and b, hence L and the
direction of regression, are S-1-orthogonal.
(v) Maximum likelihood estimation. Let the ui form a random
sample from N(O,a2), with loglikelihood L(.). Since the OLS
estimators do not depend on Q, they minimize E~bui ~~2 - b' Qbuu'
i
for all Q. Take Q so that b'Qb - a-2. The minimand thereby
becomes a-2uu'. But that is, except for sign, just the
quadratic term in L(.). The ML estimators for x0, a and bo thus
equal the LS estimators.
4. CLASSICAL MULTIPLE REGRESSION
Discussed first is multiple regression wíth three variables (not
counting the constant term), this being the only case that can be
visualized. Generalization to m variables comes near the end.
Throughout, only the last variable is endogenous.
Scattered about the regression plane L are n observations xi,
three-coordinate points that are viewed as columns and belong to
a point set X. The translations on X form a three-dimensional
vector space V.
Let x0 be some point in L, and let the linearly independent16
vectors al, a2 e V span the direction of L(that is, the plane
through 0 e V and parallel to L). Each point in L can be written
as xo t alkl t a2k2 or xp t Ak, where A-(al a2) is 3 x 2 and k
-(kl, k2)' e R2. The direction of L is the column space of A,
to be denoted sp(A).
In L, vertically above or below xi, lies xp t Aki, the
correspondent of xi. As before, xp is taken to be the average
of the correspondents, or xp - xp t Ak. This implies k- 0,
hence Kj'- O(a 2 x 1 matrix) and RJ - 0(a 2 x n matrix).
The difference between xi and its correspondent is the
vertical vector bui, with b-(0, 0, 1)' e V and ui a random real
number. Sp(b) -loosely speaking, the vertical axis-is the
direction of regression.
The model is xi - x0 t Aki t bui, i- 1,...,n, or [cf. (4)]
X- xpj t AK t bu (14)
together with E(u) ~ 0 and cov(u) - o2I. Matrix X is 3 x n, K
-(kl,...,kn) is 2 x n, and u is 1 x n. The OLS minimand is
E~buip2 - tr(u'b'Qbu).
i
Vertical regression planes are ruled out, so that {al, a2, b)
is a basis for V. Normalizing, we take A's columns to have the
form (1, 0, alg)' e V and (0, 1, a23)' e V. The dual-basis
definition is [cf. (2)]
íA b) ' íAO bo) - I
or
I 0' I -AZ - I Ol
AZ' 1 O' 1 0' 1J
Here, Az' -(alg, azg), or (R1, ~Z) in traditiqnal notation;17
each I is I2; and each 0 is a column of two zeros. All elements
on the left are dimensioned. Sp(Ao bo) is V's dual space Vo.
Premultiplying (14) by bo' gives bo'x~ - bo'x~j t u; cf. (5).
It will by now be clear that the formulas of this section
differ in only sliqht detail from those of the last: a and ao
have become A and Ao, the 1 x n matrix k is now the 2 x n matrix
K, and S is 3 x 3. Proofs and derivations are almost word for
word the same as before. One finds, for instance, that K-
Ao'X(I - J) [cf. (7)], that H z I- J - R'(RR')-1R has rank
n- 3, that xp - x[cf. (9)], that A- SP,o(Ao'SAo)-1 [cf.
(11)], and that bo - S-lb(b'S-lb)-1 [cf. (12)].
It is familiar that two matrices M and MN have the same column
space iff N is nonsingular. Taking M- S1~ and N-(Ao'SAo)-1
shows that sp(A) - sp(SAo). Since ~-(I2 0)' (with columns
in Vo), SAo consists of the first two columns of S, except for
units. This, together with x e L, determines the estimated
regression plane uniquely:
L contains x, and the direction of L is spanned by the first
two columns of S, except for units.
The span of bo - S-lb(b'S-lb)-1 equals that of S-lb. Since b-
(0, 1)' e V, S-lb is the last column of S-1, except for units.
The plane L can thus also be uniquely characterized as follows:
L contains x, and the annihilator of L is spanned by the last
column of S-1, except for units.
Finding a basis for the annihilator of L requires inversion of
the 3 x 3 matrix S. Finding a basis for the direction of L does
not. The advantage is clear-more so than in simple regression,18
where S is only 2 x 2.
Easily verified is AS-lb - 0. Sp(b), the direction of
regression, is thus again S-1-orthogonal to sp(A), hence to L.
Multiple regression with m~ 3 variables is nearly the same.
The regression plane becomes a hyperplane. Its direction is
sp(A), where A-(Im-1 AZ)' has m- 1 columns, all in V. The
ki now have m- 1 elements each, so that R is (m - ij x n; H-
I- J- R'(KK')-iR has rank n- 1-(m - 1) - n- m; b consists
of m- 1 zeros followed by a 1; Ao -(Im-1 0)', with columns in
Vo; S is m x m; but for units, SAo consists of the first m- 1
columns of S, and S-ib is the last column of S-1, the hyperplane
L is uniquely determined by its point z and either its
direction, sp(SAo), or its annihilator, sp(S-ib).
5. CLASSICAL SIMULTANEOUS-EQUATIONS REGRESSION
This section concerns the classical simultaneous-equations model
with m variables (not counting constant terms) and no identities.
The first ~ variables are predetermined and the remaining ~
endogenous; a t b- m. (Our ~ and ~ are the traditional K and
G.) Discussed first is the only case that can be visualized, a-
1, b- 2, a t b- m- 3. This corresponds to a system of b- 2
stochastic equations in m- 3 unknowns. Each equation represents
a plane in a three-dimensional point set X. The planes'
intersection, with dimension a- 1, is a line L. We focus on the
estimation of L. Once L has been found, estimates of the
individual planes prove easily derived, should they be needed.
As before, the algebraic background is the point space {X,V),
for now of dimension 3. The n observations xi are scattered
about the line L in X. If xp e L and a e V is parallel to L(and19
a~ 0), each point on L can be written as xp t ak for some k e R.
By assumption, the first variable is predetermined. This
implies that the first coordinate of each xi is nonrandom. Each
xi has a correspondent on L, with the same first coordinate as
xi and uniquely determined by that property. The correspondent
of xi is xp t kia. As before, xp is taken to be the average of
the correspondents, with the implications kj' - 0(a 1 x 1
matrix) and kJ - 0(a 1 x n matrix).
One reaches xi by adding to its correspondent a certain 3-
vector in V. The first element of that 3-vector is zero, or
rather, 0 ft. The other two elements, also dimensioned, are
random. In all, the 3-vector is Bui, with
B- 1 0 - 1 I2~ 0 1 l,
0 0
and ui -
Of course, the columns of B belonq to V, and the elements of ui
are real. Sp(B) -roughly, the vertical coordinate plane-is the
direction of regression.
The model is xi - x~ t aki t Bui, i- 1,...,n, or [cf. (14)]
X- xOj f ak t BU (15)
together with E(ui) - 0 and E(uiuj) - áijE. Equivalently, E(U) -
0 and cov(U) - I m E. The OLS minimand is EpBuiN2 - tr(U'B'QBU).
i
By traditional assumption, L is not parallel to the direction
of regression. Linear independence of the columns of (a B) is
thereby ensured. The columns of (a 8) form a basis for V.
Normalizing, we take a to have the form (1, ay, ag)' e V. With
that, the lower-triangular matrix (a B) comes to have a main
diagonal of (dimensioned) ones.
ui2zo
Needed yet is the dual-basis definition
(a B)'(ao Bo) - I
or
[aZ I']1~0 -aI,] - [0 I'~
Here, a2 -(aZ, ag)' is a column of two unknown elements, each I
is I2, and each 0 is a column of two zeros. All elements on the
left are dimensioned. Sp(ao Bo) is V's dual space Vo.
Premultiplying (15) by Bo' gives Bo'X - Bo'xpj t U.
Except for small and obvious changes, all numbered formulas of
the last two sections carry over, and so do the proofs and
derivations. One finds, for instance, that Y~ - Y, that a s
Sao(ao'Sao)-1, and that Bo - S-1B(B'S-1B)-1. As before, the
estimated regression line L is completely described by its point
x and either its direction or its annihilator. But for units,
the direction of L is spanned by the first column of S, and the
annihilator is spanned by the last two columns of S-1. That L is
S-1-orthogonal to the direction of regression is also again true.
In the general case, very little chanqes. The 3-vectors a and
ao become the m x a matrices A and Ao; the 1 x n matrix k
becomes the a x n matrix K; the 3 x 2 matrices B and Bo become
m x b; the 2 x n matrix U becomes b x n; and so on. The
estimated regression manifold L, now of dimension ~, again
contains Y. Its direction, sp(A) or sp(SAo), is spanned by the
first a columns of S, except for units. Its annihilator, sp(Bo)
or sp(S-1B), is spanned by the last ~ columns of S-1, except for
units.21
So much for the estimation of L. Estimating individual
equations, if desired, demands more. Consider any stochastic
equation. Its estimated counterpart represents a hyperplane H.
Ideally, H goes through L and satisfies all pertinent nonsample
information. For exactly identified equations, these conditions
determine H uniquely. For overidentified equations, the two
conditions cannot be met at the same time; the next best thing
is to ask that H go through xp - ic and come as close as possible
to containing L(meaninq that its angle with L be a minimum). To
define "angle" one needs an inner product on V, with matrix Q.
Different Q's will generally lead to different H's. Keller
(1975) has shown that the specification Q- S-1 leads to the same
H as does 2SLS.
6. SUMMARY
Classical regression involves a point set X, the vector space V
of translations on X, and V's dual space Vo. Norms and inner
products on V and Vo were analyzed, mostly Por future use; for
OLS estimates are independent of them, in classical regression.
It was found that, in classical regression, OLS estfmation can
be performed without matrix inversion. For this to work, the
flat set L about which the observations are scattered must be
represented in an untraditional way-not as the solution set of a
system of one or more equations but as the (set) sum of a
singleton {xp) and the subspace that is the direction of L. In
that representation, L is given by x- xp t Ak, and the model by
xi - x0 t Aki t Bui. The traditional counterparts are Bo'x -
Bo'xp and Bo'xi - Bo'xp t ui. Because the ~ columns of A span22
the direction of L, the dimension of L is a. The number of
predetermined variables is also ~. The number of endogenous
variables, b, equals the number of columns of Bo (and B), and
also the number of stochastic equations in the model; Bo's
columns span the annihilator of L. In simple and multiple
regression, ~ - 1.
OLS estimation of L gives L. This L is uniquely determined by
its point xp - z and either its direction or-the traditional
choice-its annihilator. The direction of L is spanned by the
first ~ columns of S, the sample covariance matrix of the
observations. The annihilator of L is spanned by the last b
columns of S-1.23
APPENDIX
This Appendix lists some stochastic properties of the OIS
estimators x0, A and Bo. All formulas refer to the general model
of Section 5, X- xOj t AK t BU, where A is m x A, R is B x n
and not random, B is m x~, II is ~ x n with E(U) - 0 and cov(U)
- I~ E. Used repeatedly, and easily verified, is
cov(lIUN') - NN' I MEti' for nonrandom M, N (16)
One has
x0 - x0 t SU]'(jj')-1 (17)
A - A f BUK'(KR')-1 (18)
Bo - Bo - Ao(RR')-1KU' (19)
P oo . Inserting X- xOj t AR t BU into ( 9) and (10) proves (17)
and (18). Inserting ( 18) and (19) into (A B)'(Ao Bo) - I
proves (19).
Rem . Eqs (17) -(19) clearly show that x0, A and Bo are
unbiased.
The covariances are
cov(x0) - ( jj')-1 I BEB' (20)
cov(A) - ( RK')-1 ~ BSB' (21)
cov(Bo) - E ~ Ao(RR')-lAo' (22)
Proof By (17), cov(x0) - cov[BUj'(jj')-1]; usinq (16) now
proves (20). Eqs (18), (19) yield (21), (22) in the same way.
Remarks. (j:) in (20), (jj')-1 is just l~n, and the symbol v is
not needed. It follows that x0 is consistent. In (21) and24
(22), (KK')-1 - n(AO'SAO)-1, by (7) and (8). If plim S exists,
A and Bo are consistent.
(ii) If b- 1(simple and multiple regression), E becomes a2,
BSB' in (20) and (21) becomes a2bb', and ~ in (22) is not
needed. Zf ~i - 1 as well ( simple regression), the symbols ~ in
(20) and (21) are not needed. Again in simple regression, each
of the three covariances above is ~ times a 2 x 2 matrix with one n
nonzero diagonal element and three zero elements. For x0 the
nonzero is the second diaqonal element; it equals a2. For A,
then written a, the nonzero is also the second diagonal element;
it equals a2~s11. For Bo', then written bo', the nonzero is the
first diagonal element; it equals a2~si1.
(iii) From ( 21) and (22) follows easily that AAo' and BBo'
have the same covariance. They should, in view of (2).
(~v) Combining (17) and (18) with (16)-and using Kj' - O-
shows that the covariance of the partitioned matrix ( x0 A) is
block diagonal. The estimators x0 and A are thus uncorrelated.
A consequence is that cov(x0 t Ak) - cov(x0) t cov(Ak) for all
nonrandom k. Cov(x0 t Ak) is thus smallest, in the usual sense,
when k- O. Or: of all points in L, x0 has the smallest
covariance.25
FOOTNOTES
1. Perhaps unnecessarily, it is recalled that a vector is an
element of a vector space, and that a vector space (over a field
F) is any set that is closed under addition and multiplication by
scalars in F. A set like X, on which addition is not defined, is
thus not a vector space; its elements, though columns, are not
vectors.- In this paper, F- R.
2. These are informal definitions, often used in the
literature because of their intuitive appeal. For strict
versions, see Dunford and Schwartz (1957) or Hille (1948).26
Dunford, N. and J.T. Schwartz (1957), Linear Operators, Part I,
Interscience Publishers, New York.
Hille, E. (1948), Functional Analysis and Semi-Grouns, Amer.
Math. Soc. Colloq. Pub., vol. 31, New York.
Keller, W.J. (1975), "A new class of limited-information
estimators for simultaneous equation systems," Journal of
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